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AUDIO
Pulse your Life, Be Different!

BLUETOOTH HEADSETS

SEDNA TRUE WIRELESS STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Enjoy music at its finest with these two independent wireless earbuds.
Sedna Bluetooth earbuds offer true wireless freedom with premium sound for your music, sweat proof for your workouts, integrated microphone for calls and play/pause music control. The lightweight, silicone earbuds assure a long lasting comfort and a secure fit. Hands-free calls will only be heard through one earbud.

Compatible with all Bluetooth devices.

Read More
SKU: TLL511211
Price: Purchase Price: 89,99€
VAT included

MORPHEUS ZEAL BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Typically, there's always something trying to distract you once you aim to relax: the noisy rush of life on the streets, a loud neighbourhood — even within your home it seems impossible to just be on your own. The Morpheus Zeal headphones, with active noise cancelling, puts you first. Fading out all distracting background noises, these headphones offer an immersive escapade. Is it your favourite concert? Welcome to a centre-stage experience!

Read More
SKU: TLL511191
Price: Purchase Price: 84,99€
VAT included
PLUTO STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Are you an active person for whom exercising is part of the usual daily routine? Pluto Bluetooth Headphones were specifically designed for you - with high wearing comfort and a long-lasting listening experience, in line with your own style. Its stereo sound lets you immerse yourself in your activity, blocking out other distracting sounds, while its magnetic docking system ensures your headphones stay docked and untangled when not in use. You can also rest assured that you won't be missing any incoming calls due to the built-in vibration.

Read More
SKU: TLL511201
Price: Purchase Price: 49,99€
VAT included

MAGNETO BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Enjoy a true wireless experience for your mobile calls!

Easily connected with your Bluetooth device, Magneto headset answers your incoming calls when picked up from its cradle and can easily juggle with two devices at the same time, switching between calls at the touch of a button. Jogging from one meeting to another? Magneto will stay perfectly fit during your rush hours.
A built-in high-definition microphone ensures your calls stay crystal clear while roaming through the noisy urban jungle.
When it comes to charging, just take the headset's cradle, find the nearest USB port and enjoy the perks of its wireless magnetic inductive charger: no cables needed, just plug and charge! Magneto's charging cradle rotates at 180°, so you can plug however, wherever.

Read More
SKU: TLL511221
Price: Purchase Price: 39,99€
VAT included
**RACER STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSET**

Music is your passion. You enjoy listening your favourite beats while pushing yourself to new heights in the gym or outdoors. It's your time to recharge your batteries and free your mind for challenges to come. What are you up to next? If there's something you can't accept, it's distraction. You are focused and quality time is precious. When there are people around you chatting about things that don't concern you, you choose to surround yourself with music that keeps you going. There is nothing you will miss. Any incoming calls during your warm-up? Just push the button, pause the music and answer it. The built-in HD microphone, with sixth-generation CVC noise cancelling will make any caller believe that you are right in your office.

The racer headset series, featuring Bluetooth 4.0 offers crystal-clear sound after a quick and easy wireless pairing. Move your body — the stylish behind-ear streamlined design guarantees a stable and comfortable wearing experience.

Read More
SKU: TLL511081
Price: Recommended Price: 38.99€
VAT included

**ENKI BLUETOOTH HEADSET**

Are you looking for a new and special headset, one that's easy to wear and fits perfectly on both of your ears?

Meet Enki!

Enki is designed using the best materials under a new concept - the sound is transmitted through air vibration, leaving your ear free. Non-ear plug and the built-in external speaker are closer to the ear, not inside the ear and the sound waves reach you in a natural way, hearing the sound from outside. Enki's special concept, ear-hook type, allows you to use the headset for both ears and brings you a brand new sound wearing experience. Enki headset is compatible with all Bluetooth enabled devices and will report incoming calls, messages or low battery. It automatically switches off when long time no-use and will reconnect automatically when restarting to the last connected device. Considering the structure and design, the speaker has the closest position from the ear which allows to hear the sounds and calls very clear.
Get ready for a new sound experience!

Read More
SKU: TLL511231
Price: Purchase Price: 36.99€
VAT included
PULSAR BLUETOOTH HEADSET

One headset for all. Supporting multipoint technology, you can connect two Bluetooth devices simultaneously. A must-have feature if you're switching back and forth between, for instance, Skype calls on your notebook and your smartphone. Naturally, you can listen to music in between. Whatever you do, the Pulsar headset will surprise you with exceptional HD sound quality. Being ultra lightweight, you might even forget to take it off.

Read More
SKU: TLL511101
Price: Recommended Price: 28,99€
VAT included

APOLLO BLUETOOTH HEADSET

If you spend the majority of your day on the phone, you are probably looking for a comfortable-to-wear headset, that does a reliable job with regard to sound quality, durability and usability. The Apollo headset series easily and quickly pairs with your smartphone, tablet or other Bluetooth-enabled music devices. To ensure that you have a clear conversation, a noise-cancelling microphone reduces any background noises.

Read More
SKU: TLL511121
Price: Recommended Price: 13,99€
VAT included

ORION BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Tiny and shiny. The Orion headset is the elegant headset of choice if your major focus is on phone calls. A classy and timeless design, with a glossy finish to match your smartphone or tablet. Regardless of whether you are walking down a crowded street, the hallway of a noisy office or driving your car, there's no need for you to look for a quiet spot. The noise-cancelling microphone eliminates any disturbing background buzz. Enjoy easy and fast pairing with any Bluetooth-enabled device and pursue your calls wherever you are.

Read More
SKU: TLL511151
Price: Recommended Price: 15,99€
VAT included
NOVA BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Focus on the conversations that are meaningful to you. Decide when it's time to be on call with easy-to-use buttons to accept or reject calls. Regardless of how busy your environment is, your dialogue won't be affected thanks to a noise-cancelling microphone. When it's time to dedicate oneself to important conversations, it's time! Some things bear no delay. Whether it's an important call with your customer or company, or you are out shopping with your hands full while paying attention to the one you love, the Nova headset series is your solid choice, ensuring that you have all (each and every one) of your mobile conversations under control. Discreet in style, with ergonomic earbuds. Your words set the tone — you make the difference.

Read More
SKU: TLL511171
Price: Recommended Price: 14,99€
VAT included

RUNNER STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Put your running shoes on and the working day behind you. The Runner headset series is dedicated to those who need nothing other than their favourite running soundtrack. This is the moment when you put on your headset, choose your playlist, take a deep breath and keep moving. And the more you are overwhelmed by the scenery you pass, enjoying the crystal-clear sound of music, the more you forget about the effort it takes to keep pushing yourself. It becomes pure pleasure. Need a break? A magnetic clip secures your headset around your neck while multipoint technology lets you connect your headset to two devices simultaneously. So once you're back in the car, you can return missed calls. Running has probably never been more fun.

Read More
SKU: TLL511011
Price: Recommended Price: 34,99€
VAT included
SPEED STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Put your running shoes on and the working day behind you. The Runner headset series is dedicated to those who need nothing other than their favourite running soundtrack. This is the moment when you put on your headset, choose your playlist, take a deep breath and keep moving. And the more you are overwhelmed by the scenery you pass, enjoying the crystal-clear sound of music, the more you forget about the effort it takes to keep pushing yourself. It becomes pure pleasure. Need a break? A magnetic clip secures your headset around your neck, while multipoint technology lets you connect your headset to two devices simultaneously. So once you’re back in the car, you can return missed calls. Running has probably never been more fun.

Read More
SKU: TLL511041
Price: Recommended Price: 34.99€
VAT included

ATHLETE STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADSET

Looking for someone to join you in the gym? Someone who doesn't distract you with their stories, someone who is ready to accompany you whenever you want to work out? This calls for the Athlete headset series! With a comfortable and secure fit to your ear, you can make calls with the HD microphone and sixth-generation CVC noise cancelling, watch a film while spinning or push your limits with some deep house tunes. You believe you can take a phone call while exercising? You're probably not exercising hard enough.

Read More
SKU: TLL511061
Price: Recommended Price: 31.99€
VAT included
CAR AUDIO KITS (FM TRANSMITTERS)

B4 BLUETOOTH CAR FM TRANSMITTER

Turn any road trip into a musical trip with this Bluetooth FM transmitter. It can play music from your smartphone/tablet through Bluetooth or directly from your microSD playlist.
You can mount it easily on your car's air vent with its magnetic holder and use it to fast charge your smartphone/tablet with its QC3.0 USB port.
The B4 transmitter remembers the last played song and FM frequency before shutting down and takes good care of your hands-free calls with its noise suppression and echo cancellation in-call functions.

Read More
SKU: TLL622031
Price: Purchase Price: 39,99€
VAT included

B6 BLUETOOTH CAR FM TRANSMITTER

Transform any car journey into a musical trip with the Bluetooth FMT-B6 transmitter.
The transmitter can play music from your smartphone or tablet via Bluetooth or directly from the microSD card.
Simply fix the FM transmitter with magnetic mount for phone into the car air vent and connect the charger into the lighter socket.
The two USB ports on the stand enable you to charge your mobile devices.

Read More
SKU: TLL171082
Price: Purchase Price: 39,99€
VAT included
B5 BLUETOOTH CAR FM TRANSMITTER

Turn any road trip into a musical trip with this Bluetooth FM transmitter!

It can play music from your smartphone or tablet through Bluetooth or directly from your microSD playlist.
You can mount it easily on your lighter support and use it to charge your devices thanks to its two USB ports.
In addition, it detects and displays the battery voltage of the car when it is switched on and supports Siri function for Apple users.

Read More
SKU: TLL622041
Price: Purchase Price: 34,99€
VAT included

B3 BLUETOOTH CAR FM TRANSMITTER

Good vibes can transform a good trip into a great one!

Be your personal DJ on the road with this versatile FM transmitter. You can play your favourite music through Bluetooth, USB, microSD or AUX for as long as your road takes you. Why? Because its dual USB output is ready to keep your battery full and the party going! Also, your conversations will sound clear and natural thanks to its in-call functions: noise suppression and echo cancellation.

Read More
SKU: TLL622021
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included

B2 BLUETOOTH CAR FM TRANSMITTER

Upgrade your road trips with a Bluetooth FM transmitter that keeps you going!

Thanks to its dual USB output, this FM transmitter will keep your smartphone’s battery full and ready to party. Its intelligent charging systems recognizes the device type and delivers the maximum allowed power, reducing charging times while protecting device’s battery.

Read More
SKU: TLL622011
Price: Purchase Price: 28,99€
VAT included
B1 BLUETOOTH CAR FM TRANSMITTER

Stop your searches because you can have full connectivity, music and energy as long as your road goes with FMT-B1 Bluetooth FM Transmitter. This device can plug into your lighter socket and connect to your smartphone via a cord or Bluetooth, so you can transmit the signal from your portable device to FM radio.

Also, music can be played from microSD card. The FMT-B1 FM Transmitter goes the extra mile with its included 5V-3.4A charging ports and even a built-in microphone, so you can take the incoming calls without distracting you from the road.

It blends right into the background and can be angled up to 180 degrees in either direction for finding the best visibility while driving.

Read More
SKU: TLL622001
Price: Purchase Price: 24,99€
VAT included
APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Designed from a lightweight material with silicone and metallic finishes, Tellur’s Lightning MFi earphones guarantee long-lasting wear without any discomfort. The earphones fit securely inside the ear and offer better isolation from the outside noise. The in-line buttons allow you to change the volume, take calls or change songs, while the microphone will ensure the hands-free function. The frequency response provides the ability to play a wide range of sound frequencies and enables a perfect delivery of both bass and high tones.

Read More
SKU: TLL162022
Price: Purchase Price: 44,79€
VAT included

MIST IN-EAR HEADPHONES

When Mist comes in, your favourite beats come out more powerful than ever!

Equipped with the latest generation of dual dynamic drivers, Mist headphones combine high performance with a comfortable, long-lasting design so you can enjoy more of your favourite music for longer. Their anti-winding wire increases their durability, while the 45 degrees tilted earbuds offer comfort for all-day wear.

Read More
SKU: TLL162072
Price: Purchase Price: 12,99€
VAT included
EBONY IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Meet Ebony, the pitch-black headphones that let you enjoy a perfectly delivered sound.

Equipped with the latest generation of dual dynamic drivers, Ebony headphones combine high performance with a comfortable, long-lasting design so you can enjoy more of your favourite music for longer. Their anti-winding wire increases their durability, while the 45 degrees tilted earbuds offer comfort for all-day wear.

Read More
SKU: TLL162082
Price: Purchase Price: 8,99€
VAT included

TRENDY STRIP LINE IN-EAR HEADPHONES

There are certain standards in life. Just like the 3.5mm connection that this trendy headset is designed for. Available with four different accent colours, always combined with elegant black. Built to last with high-quality materials and a classic design, securely and comfortably resting in your ears.

Read More
SKU: TLL162021
Price: Recommended Price: 9,99€
VAT included

FANTASY ZIP LINE IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Truly unique and fashionable. The in-ear Fantasy headset series comes in five different colours, with the cable designed like the zip on your jacket. This is an eye-catching and unique way of precisely managing the cable length that suits you best. Connected to any device with a 3.5mm jack, the stylish headset is a perfect companion for music lovers and hands-free calls enthusiasts.

Read More
SKU: TLL162081
Price: Recommended Price: 9,99€
VAT included
COMFY IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Enjoy your favourite music in comfort with these lightweight, in-ear headphones. Tellur’s Comfy headphones have soft silicone tips that ensure a gentle fit and increase comfort during prolonged wear. Natural sounding conversations, powerful music!

Read More
SKU: TLL162032
Price: Recommended Price: 8,99€
VAT included

TWIST IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Twist your daily sounds with a pair of colorful and light headphones!

Their cosily look will ensure your ears a comfortable wearing all day long, every day.
Ultra lightweight, Twist headphones deliver a balanced sound quality and the special ear-canal design lowers the surrounding noise.
Compatible with a wide range of smartphones through their 3.5 mm port, the Twist headphones also have an anti-winding and flexible cable that will extend its durability and prevent from bending and knotting.
User friendly and portable, the built-in microphone on the cable makes it easy for you to take calls and use your smartphone on hands free function.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 12,99€
VAT included
MACARON IN-EAR HEADPHONES

The sweet taste of music will be even sweeter with our Macaron in-ear headphones.

These earphones have a cute, playful design with two lovely pastel colors to choose from: pink or blue.
Enjoy comfort and a clear sound while listening to music or having a hands-free call.
When you're not using them, keep your headphones tidy thanks to the macaron inspired case.

Read More

SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 9,99€
VAT included
SPEAKERS

TITAN 2.1 BLUETOOTH SYSTEM

Music at its highest! Tellur Titan Tower system takes the portable speaker’s performance to the next level: crisp, undistorted sound, a powerful bass for clear low notes, wooden case for enhanced acoustics. Tellur Titan Tower System, an audio system for those who feel the music.

Read More
SKU: TLL161111
Price: Purchase Price: 149,99€
VAT included

HYPNOS 2.1 BLUETOOTH SOUND BAR SYSTEM

If you are not believing in love at first audition, let us play again some music! Close your eyes and let Hypnos to do its beautiful job.

With an elegant looking, excellent sounding and deep bass, it will hypnotize and make you answer to its dancing call. The very first thing you'll noticed about the Hypnos's sound system is its remarkable clarity and a powerful bass.

Designed to quickly connect to your television for an instant home theatre solution, the system automatically reproduces detailed, high-output sound in almost any size room no matter what format of sound is coming from the TV’s output. The dedicated subwoofer will add punch and rumble to TV shows and movies, creating a fuller sound and more effectively projecting audio throughout the room.

Solidly simple and its black appearance make Hypnos fits every home design. Being easy to install and operate across the room thanks to an included remote control, Hypnos System complements your sound experience needs.

Built-in Bluetooth® lets you stream music easily from your smartphone, tablet, or Bluetooth-capable computer. It works with the music stored on your phone as well as your favourite streaming music apps (like Spotify®).

Read More
SKU: TLL161141
Price: Purchase Price: 129,99€
VAT included
PAIDIA BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Paidia All-in-One speaker, with its Bluetooth 3.0 technology, lets you enjoy your music no matter where it comes from: radio, smartphone, PC or tablet. Combining fun with functionality, Paidia will keep your phone's battery at 100% through its Qi wireless charging function. Mornings keep taking you by surprise? Let your favourite speaker give you a kind heads-up with a built-in alarm clock.

Read More
SKU: TLL161091
Price: Purchase Price: 99.99€
VAT included

APOLLO BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Powerful and compact, with an intense bass and a rich sound, Tellur Apollo Bluetooth speaker brings you closer to your favourite beats. From your smartphone, tablet, laptop or microSD, through Bluetooth or jack, Tellur Apollo speaker empowers your music with rhythms that can reach the Gods.

Read More
SKU: TLL161101
Price: Purchase Price: 79.99€
VAT included

KALI BLUETOOTH SOUNDBAR SPEAKER

If you want a stylish appearance, this speaker will bring you the best listening experience. Get the party started and enjoy your latest party playlists!

Kali will charm you with well-amplified drivers, the emitted sound being a full and dynamic one, bringing alive a loud and clear audio experience in your living room or bedroom. Kali is a self-powered soundbar designed to be used as an independent audio system. This makes it very convenient as you can simply connect the audio outputs of your TV and Kali will amplify and reproduce the sound without the need for added connection to an external amplifier or home theatre receiver.

The EQ function allows you to adjust the volume level of a frequency, or range of frequencies because we know that a good equalization is important to a good mix. Used correctly, an equalizer can provide the impression of nearness or distance, “fatten” or “thin” of a sound.
Kali soundbar will complement your TV and thanks to its light weight can be mounted on a shelf or table just below the TV. Its fashion and sleek design suit any home decoration. Kali soundbar is slim, unobtrusive, easy to set up and incorporates wireless Bluetooth to access audio content from compatible portable devices (smartphones, tablets, computer etc.), but also through an AUX cable.

Read More
SKU: TLL161151
Price: Purchase Price: 74,99€
VAT included

HYDRA BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

If you were in search of a radio FM and alarm clock to have on your nightstand, stop looking, you just found it. Hydra Bluetooth speaker is a great combination between an entertainment instrument, being a speaker with radio FM included, and a clock display with alarm function. The clock display has a very diffuse light, so it can be seen during nighttime without disturbing you while you sleep.

Read More
SKU: TLL161081
Price: Purchase Price: 69,99€
VAT included

JAZZ BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Surprising like good jazz, this beautifully designed speaker supports five different play modes (AUX, USB, Bluetooth, FM radio, microSD) to choose from. An eye-catching design in any environment, with a built-in rechargeable Li-ion battery that lasts for six hours of continued fun. Want to make a phone call? Take advantage of the hands-free call functionality and simply switch back to music when your conversation is done. Everything is controlled with a small remote unit.

Read More
SKU: TLL161001
Price: Recommended Price: 46,99€
VAT included
BACH BLUETOOTH SOUND BAR SPEAKER

Who says sound bars have to be big to sound big?

Bach Soundbar is an all-in-one speaker system that delivers you high-quality sound without requiring a large space or a complex surround sound speakers’ setup.

The pure black design complements your sound experience and Bach will become your favourite for listening to music, watching movies and for playing games. Two well-tailored inner driver units brings for your delight richer music layering. Simple, but with a modern design, Bach is more matchable for your furniture.

Easy to operate, simple and convenient, Bach Soundbar Speaker is very versatile and portable due its light weight and included battery that will extend your musical pleasure.

Bach Soundbar can be connected to any devices with a standard 3.5mm audio cable or to a device with Bluetooth technology (mobile phones, PCs, laptops, tablets, projectors etc.)

The mini size design, only 36 cm length, optimizes your desktop space and you can place the speaker directly under the monitor screen. This miniature stereo soundbar is ideal for most desktop computers.

Read More
SKU: TLL161161
Price: Purchase Price: 44,99€
VAT included

BLUES BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Add some orange to your Apple (or whatever preference you have). We don't want to limit you in any way. That's why this music mate plays it all: music via AUX, USB, Bluetooth, FM radio or a microSD card. Six hours of continuous entertainment thanks to a built-in rechargeable Li-ion battery. And with its built-in hands-free function, you will miss calls only if you want to.

Read More
SKU: TLL161021
Price: Purchase Price: 41,99€
VAT included
FUNKY BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Add some green to your life. An oasis of music fun, ready to entertain you. However, the funky speaker has way more to offer. In fact, it's a hands-free solution whenever you want to be on a phone call. The built-in rechargeable Li-ion battery gives six hours of continued operation and five different play modes (AUX, USB, Bluetooth, FM radio, microSD) give you full freedom of choice to listen to your favourite music.

SKU: TLL161011
Price: Purchase Price: 41,99€
VAT included

LYCAON BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Lycaon Bluetooth speaker can become your companion everywhere you go. Compact design with fabric, it also has a hands-free call functionality that simply switches back to music when your conversation is done.

SKU: TLL161051
Price: Purchase Price: 34,99€
VAT included

MITHRA TRUE WIRELESS STEREO BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Meet the magic lamp who grants and plays all your musical wishes.

Mithra is a true wireless stereo speaker that gives a new definition to "portable music".

Connect simultaneously two Mithra Bluetooth speakers to the same music playing device and enjoy your brand new portable stereo audio system! With its magnetic base, you can fix your Mithra speaker on any metallic surfaces.

SKU: TLL161121
Price: Purchase Price: 34,99€
VAT included
SELENE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Discover a metallic design that blends good sound with minimal looks. This speaker looks good anywhere and lets you enjoy music whenever you feel like it! It also has a hands-free call functionality that simply switches back to music when your conversation is done.

Read More
SKU: TLL161071
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included

ELECTRA BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Electra speaker is the perfect way to start a party wherever you are. The special design that allows to hold your phone helps you become the DJ of the party. Lightweight, with a rechargeable battery, the Electra speaker is a great music companion to take with you on the go.

Read More
SKU: TLL161061
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included
NYX BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

A musical shape-shifter, Nyx wireless speaker comes in a modular design that allows you to change the orientation of its two speakers individually, so you can set the trajectory of your favourite beats where it fits you best. With its three options for music playing - Bluetooth, AUX and microSD card - Nyx is a versatile wireless speaker that can easily accompany you wherever the party is. Enjoy the many shapes of music that Nyx has to offer!

Read More
SKU: TLL161131
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included

CALLISTO BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

Small Bluetooth speaker that can become your companion everywhere you go. So small it fits your palm. Compact design with fabric, available in two colours, red & black, it also has a hands-free call functionality that simply switches back to music when your conversation is done.

Read More
SKU: TLL161031
Price: Recommended Price: 14,99€
VAT included
BACKPACKS

CARRY LAPTOP BACKPACK WITH TROLLEY USB, 15.6"

It has never been more enjoyable to travel like now when you have the best and most useful companion next to you.

The Carry backpack with Trolley can easily be turned into a troler thanks to its telescopic handle and rubber wheels that make it easy to carry around. Due to its small size, it easily fits as hand luggage (it respect the recommended size by IATA).
The intelligent partition helps you travel with the devices you need and is compatible with laptops up to 15.6".
Made of waterproof material, the backpack will protect your property from rain drops.

Read More
SKU: TLL611272
Price: Purchase Price: 79,99€
VAT included

BUSINESS XL LAPTOP BACKPACK USB, 17.3"

Your companion you were looking for!

This backpack will help you to extend your battery or recharge your devices due to its USB port.
Elegant and comfortable to wear, the interior is wide and has a good partitioning. The laptop compartment is cushioned and support devices up to 17.3".
The backpack is made of water-repellent fabric to protect your goods.

Read More
SKU: TLL611252
Price: Purchase Price: 79,99€
VAT included
BUSINESS LAPTOP BACKPACK USB, 17.3"

Your companion you were looking for!

This backpack will help you to extend your battery or recharge your devices due to its USB port. Elegant and comfortable to wear, the interior has a good partitioning and the laptop compartment is cushioned and support devices up to 17.3". The backpack is made of water-repellent fabric to protect your goods.

**Read More**
**SKU:** TLL611242
**Price:** Purchase Price: 74,99€
VAT included

ROLLY LAPTOP TROLLEY USB, 15.6"

Comfortable, easier to carry around and its trolley design, make from Rolly Laptop Trolley your best choice for daily travel.

Suitable for use as an airline carry-on bag, Rolly has a telescopic handle ideal for both and right-hand use and meets the IATA recommendations for hand luggage. With a good partitioning, it supports laptops up to 15.6" and you can charge your compatible devices due to its USB charging port.

**Read More**
**SKU:** TLL611262
**Price:** Purchase Price: 69,99€
VAT included

ANTI-THEFT LAPTOP BACKPACK USB, 15.6"

Meet the travel companion that thieves really hate! This backpack, with an external USB port for charging mobile devices (phone, tablet, portable speakers, Bluetooth headset), has a zipper closure hidden in the back to protect your objects from the curious eyes. Made of a waterproof material, it has several padded pockets for a good internal organization and reflective elements to ensure your safety during night-time.

**Read More**
**SKU:** TLL611251
**Price:** Recommended Price: 59,99€
VAT included
BUSINESS LAPTOP BACKPACK USB, 15.6"

The travel companion you were looking for! This backpack, with an external USB port for charging mobile devices (phone, tablet, portable speakers, Bluetooth headset), is perfect for your city breaks, holidays or just for your day to day use. Made of a waterproof material, it has several padded pockets for a good internal organization.

Read More
SKU: TLL611221
Price: Recommended Price: 42,99€
VAT included

TRAVEL LAPTOP BACKPACK USB, 15.6"

The travel companion you were looking for! This backpack, with an external USB port for charging mobile devices (phone, tablet, portable speakers, Bluetooth headset), is perfect for your city breaks, holidays or just for your day to day use. Made of a waterproof material, it has several padded pockets for a good internal organization.

Read More
SKU: TLL611211
Price: Recommended Price: 29,99€
VAT included

ANTI-THEFT LAPTOP BACKPACK USB, 15"

Meet the travel companion that thieves really hate! This backpack, with an external USB port for charging mobile devices (phone, tablet, portable speakers, Bluetooth headset), has a zipper closure hidden in the back to protect your objects from the curious eyes. Made of a waterproof material, it has several padded pockets for a good internal organization and reflective elements to ensure your safety during night-time.

Read More
SKU: TLL611241
Price: Recommended Price: 42,99€
VAT included
ANTI-THEFT V2 LAPTOP BACKPACK

Meet the travel companion that thieves really hate!

This backpack, with an external USB port for charging mobile devices (phone, tablet, portable speakers, Bluetooth headset), has a zipper closure hidden in the back to protect your objects from the curious eyes. Made of a waterproof material, it has several padded pockets for a good internal organization.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 69,99€
VAT included

COMPANION LAPTOP BACKPACK

Get yourself a trustworthy companion for your everyday essentials.

The Companion laptop backpack has a capacious interior with multiple compartments, so you can keep all your things organized. Also, it will take good care of your devices' battery with its integrated USB port.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 49,99€
VAT included
CABLES

What's Wherever!

ADAPTERS

USB TYPE-C HUB 4 PORTS

Your computer has a single Type-C port? Tellur USB Hub will expand your connectivity with 4 USB 3.0 ports that have speeds up to 5Gbps, so large files can be transferred in a very short time. You do not have to worry about the durability of the hub because it has a compact exterior and, even if you connect 4 devices at the same time, its temperature remains in normal parameters.

Read More
SKU: TLL321021
Price: Purchase Price: 24.99€ VAT included

USB 3.0 HUB 4 PORTS

You need to connect multiple devices, but your computer doesn’t have enough USB ports? Tellur USB Hub will expand your connectivity with 4 USB 3.0 ports that have speeds up to 5Gbps, so large files can be transferred in a very short time. You do not have to worry about the durability of the hub because it has a compact exterior and, even if you connect 4 devices at the same time, its temperature remains in normal parameters.

Read More
SKU: TLL321011
Price: Purchase Price: 19.99€ VAT included
ADAPTER USB TYPE-C TO MICRO-USB

Stay smart, stay connected! This is plan A for all your USB-C devices. Reversible to plug in in either direction. No need to turn down any device, just connect them all!
A small, fast and versatile companion and the new best friend of your standard Micro-USB cable.

Read More
SKU: TLL155161
Price: Purchase Price: 4,99€
VAT included
LIGHTNING CABLES

LEATHER APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

The genuine leather cable will complete your elegant look, match your phone accessories and also your car interior. This cable will emphasize your business image.

Read More
SKU: TLL155331
Price: Purchase Price: 26,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED 3 IN 1 APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

Always there to serve your needs. Regardless of whether it's Micro-USB, Apple's Lightning port or USB-C. This nylon-braided cable does a reliable and fast job and is certified for all Apple devices. Be it charging your devices or transferring data. Its copper core maximises signal quality.

Read More
SKU: TLL155291
Price: Purchase Price: 23,99€
VAT included
BRAIDED APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 2M

This nylon-braided, MFi certified Lightning cable wants to keep you close to your devices. With its two meters length, you can relax on your favourite couch and still be able to use your phone while recharging it. The nylon-braided material makes the cable sturdier and enhances its resistance.

Read More
SKU: TLL155342
Price: Purchase Price: 20,99€ VAT included

BRAIDED 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

It’s good to have at hand one cable that empowers you to charge and sync all types of devices. In fact, this nylon-braided cable supports any device that comes with a Micro-USB, Lightning and USB-C port. It’s very practical at the office or while traveling.

Read More
SKU: TLL155211
Price: Purchase Price: 19,99€ VAT included

DENIM APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

Denim, the prêt-à-porter fashion item, makes its entry into the world of mobile accessories. Give your device a timeless fashion accessory with a resistant Lightning cable, MFi certified, that is ready to sync and charge your smartphone anytime and anywhere.

Read More
SKU: TLL155391
Price: Purchase Price: 19,99€ VAT included
MAGNETIC LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

When in a hurry do you always struggle to fit the plug of the cable into your device? The magnetic cable lets you forget about this issue because the connection is made within one second. The contacts are plated with 24k gold to make them antioxidant and therefore more resistant.

Read More
SKU: TLL155301
Price: Recommended Price: 17,99€
VAT included

APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

One cable for all your Apple products with a Lightning port. With fast 480 Mbps data transfer and 100cm of length, this is an elementary connection for powering the battery or pushing data between devices.

Read More
SKU: TLL155151
Price: Purchase Price: 14,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 2M

This nylon-braided cable wants to keep you close to your devices.

With its two meters length, you can relax on your favourite couch and still be able to use your phone while recharging it. The nylon-braided material makes the cable sturdier and enhances its resistance.

Read More
SKU: TLL155303
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included
**BRAIDED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M**

This is not just a cable for all your Apple products with a Lightning port, it's a nylon-braided offering the highest durability. With fast 480 Mbps data transfer and 100cm of length, this is an elementary connection for powering the battery or pushing data between devices.

Read More
SKU: TLL155121
Price: Purchase Price: 8,99€
VAT included

---

**BRAIDED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M**

Need to sync between USB and Lightning?

This is your ideal choice. Sturdy thanks to its nylon-braided housing, this black cable offers 100 cm of length and a data transfer speed of up to 480 Mbps. Conventional functionality brought to a new level of functional design.

Read More
SKU: TLL155382
Price: Purchase Price: 8,99€
VAT included

---

**FLAT 2 IN 1 CABLE, 1M**

Nothing is more frustrating than having a data cable that's too short. When, for instance, you cannot use your iPhone during charging because the nearest power outlet isn't close enough, or because you're sitting in the back seat of a car. Whether it's charging or synchronising data, this durable and flat cable does the job with its 1m length and 480 Mbps data transfer speed.

Read More
SKU: TLL155041
Price: Purchase Price: 6,90€
VAT included
BRAISED 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

Always adapting to current needs, since yours might change. Regardless of whether it’s Micro-USB, Apple’s Lightning port or USB-C. This nylon-braided cable does a reliable and fast job. Be it charging your devices or transferring data at 480 Mbps. Its copper core maximises signal quality.

SKU: TLL155141
Price: Recommended Price: 12,99€
VAT included

BRAIED 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

Good to know that you are always empowered to charge and sync different devices. In fact, this nylon-braided cable with copper core supports any device that comes with a Micro-USB, Lightning and USB-C port. 2 in 1 connector design, portable and efficient for traveling.

SKU: TLL155191
Price: Recommended Price: 8,99€
VAT included

KEVLAR APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

Are you sick and tired of cables that soon break when they handled intensively? Here is a cable that you can bend more than 600 times up to 180 degrees. This is possible due to the Kevlar thread inside, that makes this cable 5 times stronger than a conventional one.

SKU: TLL155221
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included
2 IN 1 REVERSIBLE NYLON-BRAIDED CABLE: MICRO-USB & LIGHTNING TO USB

Versatile as you need it. A nylon-braided 100cm USB, featuring a Micro-USB and also a Lightning port in one end. Just turn it whichever way you need it to charge or transfer data between compatible devices. Perfect for travel.

**Read More**

**SKU:** N/A  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 7,99€  
VAT included

DATA CABLE, APPLE MFI CERTIFIED, TYPE-C TO LIGHTNING, 1M

Are you looking for a reliable solution, check out this Type C to Lightning cable!

The 480 Mbps data transfer speed makes Tellur a good option.  
With 100 cm length, you can comfortably charge your device. Thanks to the TPE jacket, the cable is fully capable of resisting regular wear and tear. The cable is MFi certified and it is 100% compatibility with every Apple device with Lightning port.

**Read More**

**SKU:** N/A  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 24,99€  
VAT included
MICRO USB CABLES

BRAIDED 3 IN 1 APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

Always there to serve your needs. Regardless of whether it's Micro-USB, Apple's Lightning port or USB-C. This nylon-braided cable does a reliable and fast job and is certified for all Apple devices. Be it charging your devices or transferring data. Its copper core maximises signal quality.

Read More
SKU: TLL155291
Price: Purchase Price: 23,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

It’s good to have at hand one cable that empowers you to charge and sync all types of devices.
In fact, this nylon-braided cable supports any device that comes with a Micro-USB, Lightning and USB-C port. It’s very practical at the office or while traveling.

Read More
SKU: TLL155211
Price: Purchase Price: 19,99€
VAT included
MAGNETIC MICRO USB CABLE, 1M

When in a hurry do you always struggle to fit the plug of the cable into your device? The magnetic cable lets you forget about this issue because the connection is made within one second. The contacts are plated with 24k gold to make them antioxidant and therefore more resistant.

Read More
SKU: TLL155311
Price: Recommended Price: 16,99€
VAT included

KEVLAR MICRO USB CABLE, 1M

Are you sick and tired of cables that break as soon as you handle them intensively? Here is a cable that you can bend more than 600 times up to 180 degrees. This is possible due to the Kevlar thread inside that makes this cable 5 times stronger than a conventional one.

Read More
SKU: TLL155251
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included

DENIM MICRO USB CABLE, 1M

Denim, the prêt-à-porter fashion item, makes its entry into the world of mobile accessories.
Give your device a timeless fashion accessory with a resistant micro-USB cable, ready to sync and fast charge your smartphone anytime and anywhere.

Read More
SKU: TLL155371
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included
GRAFFITI MICRO USB CABLE, 1M

Meet the cable that goes the extra mile to brighten your day. This Micro-USB cable is wrapped in a vividly coloured synthetic leather that enhances its durability and puts a smile on your face.

Get ready to fast charge and transfer data in style!

Read More
SKU: TLL155302
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED MICRO USB CABLE, 2M

This nylon-braided Micro-USB cable wants to keep you close to your devices. With its two meters length, you can relax on your favourite couch and still be able to use your phone while recharging it. The nylon-braided material makes the cable sturdier and enhances its resistance.

Read More
SKU: TLL155322
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED MICRO USB CABLE, 1M

Need to sync between USB and Micro-USB? This is your ideal choice. Sturdy thanks to its nylon-braided housing, this silver cable offers 100 cm of length and a data transfer speed of up to 480 Mbps. Conventional functionality brought to a new level of functional design.

Read More
SKU: TLL155131
Price: Purchase Price: 6,99€
VAT included
BRAIDED MICRO USB CABLE, 1M

Need to sync between USB and Micro-USB?

This is your ideal choice. Sturdy thanks to its nylon-braided housing, this black cable offers 100 cm of length and a data transfer speed of up to 480 Mbps. Conventional functionality brought to a new level of functional design.

Read More
SKU: TLL155392
Price: Purchase Price: 6,99€
VAT included

FLAT 2 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

Nothing is more frustrating than having a data cable that's too short. When, for instance, you cannot use your iPhone during charging because the nearest power outlet isn't close enough, or because you're sitting in the back seat of a car. Whether it’s charging or synchronising data, this durable and flat cable does the job with its 1m length and 480 Mbps data transfer speed.

Read More
SKU: TLL155041
Price: Purchase Price: 6,90€
VAT included

MAGNETIC MICRO USB CABLE, 1.2M

An essential companion for any of your Micro-USB devices. Available in green and blue, this highly durable cable charges within 120 cm of range and synchronises data. How can you store it when you are not using it? No need to get your head around it, both ends are magnetic and stick together. Flat and simple.

Read More
SKU: TLL155091
Price: Recommended Price: 8,99€
VAT included
MAGNETIC MICRO USB CABLE, 20CM

An essential companion for any of your Micro-USB devices. Available in green and blue, this highly durable cable charges within 20 cm of range and synchronises data. How can you store it when you're not using it? No need to get your head around it, both ends are magnetic and stick together. Flat and simple.

Read More
SKU: TLL155071
Price: Recommended Price: 6,99€
VAT included

BRAided 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

Always adapting to current needs, since yours might change. Regardless of whether it's Micro-USB, Apple's Lightning port or USB-C. This nylon-braided cable does a reliable and fast job. Be it charging your devices or transferring data at 480 Mbps. Its copper core maximises signal quality.

Read More
SKU: TLL155141
Price: Recommended Price: 12,99€
VAT included

BRAided 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

Good to know that you are always empowered to charge and sync different devices. In fact, this nylon-braided cable with copper core supports any device that comes with a Micro-USB, Lightning and USB-C port. 2 in 1 connector design, portable and efficient for traveling.

Read More
SKU: TLL155191
Price: Recommended Price: 8,99€
VAT included
Versatile as you need it. A nylon-braided 100cm USB, featuring a Micro-USB and also a Lightning port in one end. Just turn it whichever way you need it to charge or transfer data between compatible devices. Perfect for travel.

**Read More**

**SKU:** N/A  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 7,99€  
VAT included
TYPE-C CABLES

TYPE-C TO TYPE-C CABLE USB 3.1, 1M

Are you tired of waiting for transfers to finish? Here's the cable that will shorten your waiting times. With a super speed of 10Gbps, this USB-C to USB-C cable helps you transfer even video content with up to 4K image resolution.

Read More
SKU: TLL155351
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED 3 IN 1 APPLE MFI CERTIFIED LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 1M

Always there to serve your needs. Regardless of whether it's Micro-USB, Apple's Lightning port or USB-C. This nylon-braided cable does a reliable and fast job and is certified for all Apple devices. Be it charging your devices or transferring data. Its copper core maximises signal quality.

Read More
SKU: TLL155291
Price: Purchase Price: 23,99€
VAT included
MAGNETIC TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

When in a hurry do you always struggle to fit the plug of the cable into your device? The magnetic cable lets you forget about this issue because the connection is made within one second. The contacts are plated with 24k gold to make them antioxidant and therefore more resistant.

**Read More**
**SKU:** TLL155321
**Price:** Recommended Price: 22,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M

It’s good to have at hand one cable that empowers you to charge and sync all types of devices. In fact, this nylon-braided cable supports any device that comes with a Micro-USB, Lightning and USB-C port. It’s very practical at the office or while traveling.

**Read More**
**SKU:** TLL155211
**Price:** Purchase Price: 19,99€
VAT included

LEATHER TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

The genuine leather cable will complete your elegant look, match your phone accessories and also your car interior. This cable will emphasize your business image.

**Read More**
**SKU:** TLL155341
**Price:** Purchase Price: 17,99€
VAT included
BRAIDED TYPE-C TO TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

True brothers stick together. So here you are if you have two USB Type-C enabled devices that look for one connection. A high-quality and nylon-braided 100cm copper core cable meeting the highest expectations regarding design and durability.

Read More
SKU: TLL155181
Price: Purchase Price: 12.99€
VAT included

DENIM TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

Denim, the prêt-à-porter fashion item, makes its entry into the world of mobile accessories.
Give your device a timeless fashion accessory with a resistant Type-C cable, ready to sync and fast charge your smartphone anytime and anywhere.

Read More
SKU: TLL155381
Price: Purchase Price: 10.99€
VAT included

GRAFITTI TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

Meet the cable that goes the extra mile to brighten your day. This Type-C cable is wrapped in a vividly coloured synthetic leather that enhances its durability and puts a smile on your face.

Get ready to fast charge and transfer data in style!

Read More
SKU: TLL155312
Price: Purchase Price: 10.99€
VAT included
BRAIDED TYPE-C CABLE, 2M

This nylon-braided Type-C cable wants to keep you close to your devices. With its two meters length, you can relax on your favourite couch and still be able to use your phone while recharging it. The nylon-braided material makes the cable sturdier and enhances its resistance.

Read More
SKU: TLL155332
Price: Purchase Price: 10,99€
VAT included

TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

A basic ingredient for your USB-C featured mobile life. Choose either the black or white cable version and power up your devices within a 1m range and enjoy a data transfer rate of 480 Mbps.

Read More
SKU: TLL155061
Price: Recommended Price: 9,99€
VAT included

BRAIDED TYPE-C TO TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

True brothers stick together.

So here you are if you have two USB Type-C enabled devices that look for one connection. A high-quality and nylon-braided 100cm copper core cable meeting the highest expectations regarding design and durability.

Read More
SKU: TLL155313
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included
**BRAIDED TYPE-C CABLE, 1M**

Need to sync between USB and Type-C?

This is your ideal choice. Sturdy thanks to its nylon-braided housing, this black cable offers 100 cm of length and a data transfer speed of up to 480 Mbps. Conventional functionality brought to a new level of functional design.

Read More

**SKU:** TLL155372  
**Price:** Purchase Price: 6,99€  
VAT included

**BRAIDED 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M**

Always adapting to current needs, since yours might change. Regardless of whether it's Micro-USB, Apple's Lightning port or USB-C. This nylon-braided cable does a reliable and fast job. Be it charging your devices or transferring data at 480 Mbps. Its copper core maximises signal quality.

Read More

**SKU:** TLL155141  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 12,99€  
VAT included

**BRAIDED 3 IN 1 CABLE, 1M**

Good to know that you are always empowered to charge and sync different devices. In fact, this nylon-braided cable with copper core supports any device that comes with a Micro-USB, Lightning and USB-C port. 2 in 1 connector design, portable and efficient for traveling.

Read More

**SKU:** TLL155191  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 8,99€  
VAT included
KEVLAR TYPE-C CABLE, 1M

Are you sick and tired of cables that break as soon as you handle them intensively? Here is a cable that you can bend more than 600 times up to 180 degrees. This is possible due to the Kevlar thread inside that makes this cable 5 times stronger than a conventional one.

Read More
SKU: TLL155261
Price: Recommended Price: 13,99€
VAT included

DATA CABLE, APPLE MFI CERTIFIED, TYPE-C TO LIGHTNING, 1M

Are you looking for a reliable solution, check out this Type C to Lightning cable!

The 480 Mbps data transfer speed makes Tellur a good option. With 100 cm length, you can comfortably charge your device. Thanks to the TPE jacket, the cable is fully capable of resisting regular wear and tear. The cable is MFi certified and it is 100% compatibility with every Apple device with Lightning port.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 24,99€
VAT included
HOLDERS

Hold me Now!

OTHERS

Express Yourself, It’s all About You!

POWER

Enjoy a Juicy Life!

CAR CHARGERS

QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS MAGNETIC CAR CHARGER

For those moments when you need an always active co-driver next to you, the Magnetic Qi Car Charger gives you the necessary energy, especially when you travel by car. The simple and easy-to-use design makes it easy for your phone to charge. The charger is made of aluminum and a rubber edge is applied over the loading area to help ensure a better stability for your smartphone.

Read More
SKU: TLL151091
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included
MOTORIZED HOLDER WITH QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS CAR CHARGER

Charging your smartphone while driving has never been easier!

This car charger comes with a motorized mount function that secures your device in seconds, with just a one hand operation. Basically, an automatic energizing hug for your smartphone. Also, you can detach your device easy and intuitive, with a touch of a button. The wireless charger is equipped with an infrared sensor that detects your device and enables charging automatically. Your Qi enabled devices will recharge safely thanks to the charger’s multiple integrated protection features.

Read More
SKU: TLL151201
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included

QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS MAGNETIC CAR CHARGER

For those moments when you need an always active co-driver next to you, the Magnetic Qi Car Charger gives you the necessary energy. The simple and easy-to-use design makes it easy for your phone to charge. The charger is made of aluminium and a rubber edge is applied over the loading area to help ensure a better stability for your smartphone.

Read More
SKU: TLL171081
Price: Purchase Price: 49,99€
VAT included
4 PORTS USB CAR CHARGER WITH EXTENSION, 9.6A

Easy to install in your car lighter port, the car charger with extension will offer you the energy that you need when you are on the road. Designed with 4 USB ports with 2.4A input for each, it allows you to charge 4 devices simultaneously and, thanks to its extension, now it is easier to charge from the backseat. Tellur car charger identifies devices and automatically adjust optimal flow to each device. It is compatible with most cars and digital devices and it has a built-in overcurrent and overheating protection. LED indicator shines blue when it is plugged in, ready for charging anytime.

Read More
SKU: TLL151141
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included

3 PORTS USB CAR CHARGER WITH QUICK CHARGE 3.0, 8.4A

It’s always when you’re on the move that your devices run out of juice. Don’t compromise your busy lifestyle with devices running out of battery, charge them in your car efficiently and powerfully. With Quick Charge 3.0, compatible devices are charged up to 80% faster!

Read More
SKU: TLL151051
Price: Purchase Price: 24,99€
VAT included
3 PORTS USB CAR CHARGER WITH FAST CHARGE, 5.4A

Our car charger will become your great helper for long roads and will ensure simultaneous charging of three devices via its two USB ports and one Type-C port.

Made of aluminium alloy, the car charger has a simple design that will fit easily into your car and is compatible with almost any type of automobile.

Our car charger will ensure fast charging for those devices that are compatible with QC 3.0 technology.

Read More
SKU: TLL151161
Price: Purchase Price: 24,99€
VAT included

3 PORTS USB CAR CHARGER WITH FAST CHARGE, 5.4A

Our car charger will become your great helper for long roads and will ensure simultaneous charging of three devices via its two USB ports and one Type-C port.

Made of aluminium alloy, the car charger has a simple design that will fit easily into your car and is compatible with almost any type of automobile.

Our car charger will ensure fast charging for those devices that are compatible with QC 3.0 technology.

Read More
SKU: TLL151171
Price: Purchase Price: 24,99€
VAT included

DUAL USB CAR CHARGER WITH TYPE-C CABLE, 3.1A

Our car charger will become your great helper for long roads and will ensure simultaneous charging of three devices via the two USB ports and the integrated Type-C cable.

Made of aluminium alloy, the car charger has a simple design that will fit easily into any car and is compatible with almost any type of automobile.

The car charger has a built-in overcurrent protection and short circuit protection, so you can be sure that all devices are safely recharged.

Read More
SKU: TLL151151
Price: Purchase Price: 19,99€
VAT included
DUAL USB CAR CHARGER WITH QUICK CHARGE 3.0, 5.4A

The best favour you can do to your smartphone or tablet while in the car. A lightning-fast adapter to charge your mobile devices at the maximum possible speed. 68% faster than a conventional changer. The only speed limitation is given by the two devices you can charge simultaneously. If they are certified for Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 you optimise your investment.

Read More
SKU: TLL151061
Price: Purchase Price: 14,99€
VAT included

DUAL USB CAR CHARGER WITH FAST CHARGE, 5.4A

With two USB ports, one featuring Qualcomm QC 3.0 technology for fast charging compatible devices, our car charger will become your trustworthy companion for long car trips.

This car charger integrates smart IC technology that enables it to detect your device’s type and automatically adapt the input current for maximum efficiency. Also, its integrated safety features offer protection against overcurrent, short circuit and overvoltage, so you can safely recharge two devices.

Read More
SKU: TLL151191
Price: Purchase Price: 13,99€
VAT included
DUAL USB CAR CHARGER, 3.1A

On the way to work being on calls, listening to music, running your navigation app? You want to make sure that your battery is not sucked dry on arrival. This dual charger is the perfect tool to provide charging outlets for your USB devices in the car. It charges your devices at the maximum speed possible, auto-detecting the options.

Read More
SKU: TLL151001
Price: Purchase Price: 10,99€
VAT included

DUAL USB CAR CHARGER, 2.4A

Some things don't need a big stage to reach a wide audience. They just rest in the centre and perform. This is one of those great ones. Let it do what it does best, charging your USB attached devices, and it will never be in your way. It's way too slim and smart — a true professional.

Read More
SKU: TLL151011
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included
KITS

CAR KIT

It's always when you're on the move that your devices run out of juice. Don't compromise your busy lifestyle with devices running out of battery, charge them in your car efficiently and powerfully.

Read More
SKU: TLL159001
Price: Recommended Price: 27,99€
VAT included

TRAVEL KIT

Everything you need while traveling to power up your devices, in the house or in the car. The all-round solution to charge your mobile devices with Micro-USB or Lightning port. Features a compact design with a 2 in 1 cable and the adaptive charging technology intelligently detects your connected devices to maximise charging speed.

Read More
SKU: TLL159011
Price: Purchase Price: 27,99€
VAT included
POWER BANKS

5000MAH WITH QUICK CHARGE 3.0 SLIM METALLIC 3 IN1 POWER BANK

A metallic power bank, crafted with attention for every little detail, as durable as it is slim, with a stylish, eye-catching design. But the most important features are not the perfect slim aspect, nor its durability. This power bank has Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 technology, bening capable of charging 80% of your battery in just 35 minutes.

SKU: TLL158131
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included

10000MAH WITH QUICK CHARGE 3.0 SLIM METALLIC POWER BANK

A metallic power bank, crafted with attention for every little detail, as durable as it is slim, with a stylish, eye-catching design. But the most important features are not the perfect slim aspect, nor its durability. This power bank has Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 technology, bening capable of charging 80% of your battery in just 35 minutes.

SKU: TLL158121
Price: Recommended Price: 54,99€
VAT included
20000MAH COMPACT POWER BANK

Compact and powerful, weighing only 360g, Tellur's 20000mAh power bank offers up to one week of continuous energy. You can take it with you wherever you go, in your luggage or purse and it can charge two devices simultaneously, so you will have enough energy for the photos taken on the road, as well as the GPS you need to reach your destination.

Read More
SKU: TLL158191
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included

10000MAH QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS POWER BANK

The Qi wireless power bank brings the future into your pocket! With no cables needed, this wireless power bank gives you the power you need to keep your energy level on point. More than one device to charge? No worries! With its USB port, the wireless power bank can charge two devices at the same time.

Read More
SKU: TLL158201
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included

30000MAH COMPACT POWER BANK

Roam around with a true powerhouse at your disposal.

Sounds good?
Feels even better! With a twin USB output and one Type-C output, this power bank juggles with three devices at the same time.
Its sleek and elegant design makes it as pretty as it is powerful.
Keep your devices up and running all day long, no matter how busy or long your day may be.

Read More
SKU: TLL158221
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included
10000MAH SLIM TYPE-C POWER BANK

Tellur’s slim power bank transforms energy into a stylish accessory! A gadget born at the crossroads between technology and fashion, this power bank wraps its 10000mAh power in a spectacular design. One of the most thin power banks on the market, this gadget can be easily carried around alongside your smartphone, being an accessory that you will gladly keep on sight.

Read More
SKU: TLL158181
Price: Purchase Price: 49,99€
VAT included

10000MAH 3 IN 1 POWER BANK

Welcome to this true powerhouse, capable of simultaneously recharging smartphones. That said, it doesn't matter which connection is needed, since the built-in Micro-USB and Lightning cable features a switch-tip design with Type-C adapter. Especially when you're travelling by plane, train or bus there might not be a power outlet available. But you might need to be online. Don't worry about the power consumption of your tablet or smartphone with this 10,000mAh power bank.

Read More
SKU: TLL158071
Price: Recommended Price: 44,99€
VAT included

5000MAH WITH QUICK CHARGE 3.0 SLIM METALLIC POWER BANK

A metallic power bank, crafted with attention for every little detail, as durable as it is slim, with a stylish, eye-catching design. But the most important features are not the perfect slim aspect, nor its durability. This power bank has Qualcomm Quick Charge 3.0 technology, being capable of charging 80% of your battery in just 35 minutes.

Read More
SKU: TLL158111
Price: Purchase Price: 39,99€
VAT included
20000MAH COMPACT POWER BANK

Good things really do come in small packages!
Say "Welcome!" to your new power friend, one that promises to stay by your side wherever the day takes you.
This power bank comes with a twin USB output, keeping your two favourite devices recharged and ready to play.
With its small size and light weight, you may not know you have it with you until you need it.

Read More
SKU: TLL158211
Price: Purchase Price: 39,99€
VAT included

10000MAH COMPACT POWER BANK

The smallest trusty charging companion is here. With a dimension of a credit card, this energy booster has 10.000 mAh, making it a real dream come true – energy in your pocket. It is crafted with attention to details, having a perfect grip in one hand.

Read More
SKU: TLL158101
Price: Purchase Price: 34,99€
VAT included

5000MAH 3 IN 1 POWER BANK

Welcome to this true powerhouse, capable of simultaneously recharging smartphones. That said, it doesn't matter which connection is needed, since the built-in Micro-USB and Lightning cable features a switch-tip design with Type-C adapter. Especially when you're travelling by plane, train or bus there might not be a power outlet available. But you might need to be online. Don't worry about the power consumption of your tablet or smartphone with this 5.000mAh power bank.

Read More
SKU: TLL158061
Price: Purchase Price: 34,99€
VAT included
10000MAH SLIM POWER BANK

Tellur’s slim power bank transforms energy into a stylish accessory! A gadget born at the crossroads between technology and fashion, this power bank is a harmonious meld of power, utility and aesthetics. Built with an extraordinary attention for details, the 12mm slim power bank will delight you with its elegance, as well as its functionality.

Read More
SKU: TLL158151
Price: Recommended Price: 34,99€
VAT included

10000MAH COMPACT POWER BANK

Get your power on with this compact, credit card-sized power bank.

Small and easy to carry around, this power bank can recharge two of your devices simultaneously with its twin USB output. The LED indicator lets you know how much energy you have left and its multiple integrated features keep you and your devices safe.

Read More
SKU: TLL158141
Price: Purchase Price: 24,99€
VAT included

5000MAH 3 IN 1 POWER BANK

Having more than one device that you need to charge when you are on the go? Your worries are over! This dual power bank can simultaneously charge your Apple and Android devices. Yes, it’s true, this power bank has one cable connected at each end making this possible. With a capacity of 5,000 mAh, it brings not only energy to your phones but also personality, due to its powerful, fresh colours.

Read More
SKU: TLL158081
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included
5000MAH 2 IN 1 POWER BANK

When travelling, there might not be a power outlet available to keep you online and connected. With this super slim power bank, you don't have to worry about the power consumption of your tablet or smartphone. So small that it fits into the palm of your hand, it doesn’t only look good with its classic design and resistant PU leather. The in-built Micro-USB cable with Lightning adapter guarantees compatibility, while the built-in protective circuits prevent over-charging, over-discharging, over-loading and short circuits. Your private power hub for all your needs on the go.

Read More
SKU: TLL158041
Price: Recommended Price: 24,99€
VAT included
WALL CHARGERS

POWER CUBE AC SOCKET USB EXTENDED, DESIGNED BY ALLOCACOC

Tellur’s AC Socket Power Cube is the perfect adapter for gadget lovers. With its four outlets and two USB ports, this adapter is designed to perform at full capacity: the sockets will never obstruct one another, so you can charge up to 6 devices at the same time.

SKU: TLL151111
Price: Purchase Price: 32,99€
VAT included

DUAL USB WALL CHARGER WITH QUICK CHARGE 3.0, 6A

This adapter is perfect for your busy lifestyle. Two ports allow you to charge twice the number of devices, one supporting Quick Charge 3.0. Any compatible device will be recharged 80% faster. Smart IC technology provides surge protection, temperature control and more advanced safety features.

SKU: TLL151071
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included
3 PORTS USB WALL CHARGER WITH QUICK CHARGE 3.0, 5A

It's good to have a dedicated place for the important things you use on a daily basis. This is your new hub looking forward to charging three of your devices simultaneously and at the maximum possible speed. Offering three USB ports, one features a Quick Charge 3.0 port and powers up compatible devices up to 80% faster.

Read More
SKU: TLL151081
Price: Purchase Price: 28,99€
VAT included

POWER CUBE AC SOCKET USB, DESIGNED BY ALLOCACOC

Tellur's AC Socket Power Cube is the perfect adapter for gadget lovers. With its four outlets and two USB ports, this adapter is designed to perform at full capacity: the sockets will never obstruct one another, so you can charge up to 6 devices at the same time.

Read More
SKU: TLL151101
Price: Purchase Price: 24,99€
VAT included

DUAL USB WALL CHARGER, 2.1A

The beauty is in compatibility. Two USB ports ensure your ability to charge any device! The compact, modern design hides a powerhouse with the ability to get your devices back up to speed in no time.

Read More
SKU: TLL151021
Price: Purchase Price: 14,99€
VAT included
DUAL USB WALL CHARGER WITH MICRO USB CABLE, 2.1A

When two is not good enough for you, this one should do! Next to two USB outlets, a Micro-USB cable is ready connected to charge any compatible third device. Always at your service. Tiny, tied and never in your way.

Read More
SKU: TLL151031
Price: Recommended Price: 17,99€
VAT included
WIRELESS CHARGERS

QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS MAGNETIC CAR CHARGER

For those moments when you need an always active co-driver next to you, the Magnetic Qi Car Charger gives you the necessary energy, especially when you travel by car. The simple and easy-to-use design makes it easy for your phone to charge. The charger is made of aluminum and a rubber edge is applied over the loading area to help ensure a better stability for your smartphone.

SKU: TLL151091
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included

MOTORIZED HOLDER WITH QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS CAR CHARGER

Charging your smartphone while driving has never been easier!

This car charger comes with a motorized mount function that secures your device in seconds, with just a one hand operation. Basically, an automatic energizing hug for your smartphone. Also, you can detach your device easy and intuitive, with a touch of a button. The wireless charger is equipped with an infrared sensor that detects your device and enables charging automatically. Your Qi enabled devices will recharge safely thanks to the charger’s multiple integrated protection features.

SKU: TLL151201
Price: Purchase Price: 54,99€
VAT included
QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS MAGNETIC CAR CHARGER

For those moments when you need an always active co-driver next to you, the Magnetic Qi Car Charger gives you the necessary energy. The simple and easy-to-use design makes it easy for your phone to charge. The charger is made of aluminium and a rubber edge is applied over the loading area to help ensure a better stability for your smartphone.

SKU: TLL171081
Price: Purchase Price: 49,99€
VAT included

QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS SLIM FAST CHARGING PAD

The Wireless charging pad, Qi certified, gives you the easiest way to fast charge your phone with wireless charging function. Reduced size and premium materials are some of the benefits of a useful and easy-to-use gadget. In addition, the stability of the device is ensured by the anti-slip silicon inserts on its back.

SKU: TLL151121
Price: Purchase Price: 44,99€
VAT included

QI CERTIFIED WIRELESS SLIM FAST CHARGING PAD

The Wireless charging pad, Qi certified, gives you the easiest way to fast charge your phone with wireless charging function. Reduced size and premium materials are some of the benefits of a useful and easy-to-use gadget. In addition, the stability of the device is ensured by the anti-slip silicon inserts on its back.

SKU: TLL151131
Price: Purchase Price: 44,99€
VAT included
**QI SLIM WIRELESS FAST CHARGING PAD**

Your wireless enabled device has found a new energy booster friend in our ultra-slim wireless charging pad.

With a glossy surface made of tempered glass and a lightweight aluminium alloy base, this charging pad is a useful device with a classy, elegant design. Big enough to fit in your pocket, it's easy to take your charging pad with you anywhere you go. Your device will be safely recharged thanks to the multiple integrated protection features.

*Read More*
*SKU:* TLL151241  
*Price:* Purchase Price: 32,99€  
VAT included

**QI ULTRA-SLIM WIRELESS FAST CHARGING PAD**

Your wireless enabled device has found a new energy booster friend in our ultra-slim wireless charging pad.

With a glossy surface made of tempered glass and a lightweight aluminium alloy base, this charging pad is a useful device with a classy, elegant design. Big enough to fit in your pocket, it's easy to take your charging pad with you anywhere you go. Your device will be safely recharged thanks to the multiple integrated protection features.

*Read More*
*SKU:* TLL151231  
*Price:* Purchase Price: 32,99€  
VAT included
PROTECTION
True mobile Lifestyle Essentials!

CASES

BOOK CASE DENIM FOR HUAWEI P20
Are you looking for a case that matches perfectly with your new phone's design, in terms of protection and style? You just found it. This elegant case comes in trendy colours and can be transformed in a selfstanding support for your phone when you want to enjoy a movie.

Read More
SKU: TLL118223
Price: Purchase Price: 19,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE MAGNETIC GENUINE LEATHER OSTRICH PRINT
Made from quality materials, this case is the perfect combination of texture and style. The ostrich leather model ensures both a luxurious feeling in the palm of your hand and a distinctly charming aesthetic.

Read More
SKU: TLL119983
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
BOOK CASE CORK

Understated, yet effective: this case provides your phone with all-round protection against unwanted impacts, while keeping the design slim enough to fit in your pocket. Keep your essentials close with two card slots fitted into the case.

Read More
SKU: TLL117362
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE BIMATERIAL COFFEE

Can't leave the house without your morning cup of coffee? This case ensures you never will. Its full-coverage, slim design will provide your phone with the protection it needs, and the rich colour adds a touch of elegance. Keep your essentials close with two card slots fitted into the case. Its magnetic closure is perfect for privacy and security.

Read More
SKU: TLL184211
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE FABRIC

Want to make a bold statement? This case is vibrant and chic, with a print sure to catch people's eyes. Keep your essentials close with two card slots fitted into the case.

Read More
SKU: TLL184091
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
BOOK CASE MAGNETIC GENUINE LEATHER PATCH

Tailored to perfection: this case provides your phone with secure protection, full-coverage and a touch of rustic luxury in the leather design. Its magnetic closure is perfect for privacy and security.

Read More
SKU: TLL119153
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE GENUINE LEATHER

Simple and effective. Perfect for any minimalist. This clean and smooth design feels like something new all the time! Its magnetic closure is perfect for privacy and security. You don't need to be flashy to be in style!

Read More
SKU: TLL116593
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE GENUINE LEATHER WAVE

Combine the beauty of a curved design and the satisfying texture of leather. Modern in its simplicity, yet classic in its aesthetic, this case provides your phone with the protection it needs, while the rich colour adds a touch of style. The simple one-click closure is perfect for keeping your phone secure.

Read More
SKU: TLL119383
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
BOOK CASE GENUINE LEATHER CROSS

Looking for a classic case with subtle flair? This case's elegant woven design is perfect for someone who likes luxurious leather and a little fun. It provides your phone with all-around protection against unwanted impacts, yet is slim enough to fit in your pocket. Keep your essentials close with two card slots fitted into the case. The simple one-click closure is perfect for keeping your phone secure.

**Read More**

**SKU:** TLL119233  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 1,99€  
VAT included

MIRROR PU LEATHER CASE

“Life is like a mirror. Smile at it and it smiles back at you.” – Peace Pilgrim  
This stunning case has way more to offer than just protecting your phone from unwanted impacts. It literally mirrors its environment in a beautiful and sleek design. Keep smiling!

**Read More**

**SKU:** TLL185171  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 3,99€  
VAT included

WINDOW BOOK CASE

You want to have your phone protected, while also being able to see who’s calling you? This case is the best option for you. It has a window to see the display while the case is closed. Choose the colour that goes perfectly with the original design of your phone and with your own personality.

**Read More**

**SKU:** TLL185001  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 3,99€  
VAT included
SMART WINDOW CASE 1

You want to have your phone protected, while also being able to see who’s calling you? This case is the best option for you. It has a window to see the display while the case is closed. Choose the colour that goes perfectly with the original design of your phone and with your own personality.

Read More
SKU: TLL185021
Price: Recommended Price: 3,99€
VAT included

SMART WINDOW CASE 2

You want to have your phone protected, while also being able to see who’s calling you? This case is the best option for you. It has a window to see the display while the case is closed. Choose the colour that goes perfectly with the original design of your phone and with your own personality.

Read More
SKU: TLL185091
Price: Recommended Price: 3,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE DESIRE SLIM GENUINE LEATHER

Make a statement out of your personal style with the perfect leather cover. The interior of these covers is made of linen microfiber to keep your phone stain-free. Choose a colour that goes with your personality: classic black for an elegant look or cognac brown with hand-painted burnt edges for an unforgettable appearance.

Read More
SKU: TLL118774
Price: Recommended Price: 21,99€
VAT included
FLIP CASE ELEPHANT

Looking for a lucky charm to bring along anywhere and everywhere? Get this stylish elephant model case. It will keep your phone protected from unwanted incidents, while giving it a noble aspect.

Read More
SKU:  TLL111172
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

FLIP CASE SETA

Simple and effective. Perfect for any minimalist. This clean and smooth design feels like something new all the time! You don't need to be flashy to be in style.

Read More
SKU:  TLL117002
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE MOSAIC

Transform your case into a fun extension of your personality with this bright design and vibrant colours. No one will ever mistake you for boring! The style this case adds to your phone will make sure you stand out from any crowd.

Read More
SKU:  TLL112172
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included
**FLIP CASE MOSAIC**

Transform your case into a fun extension of your personality with this bright design and vibrant colours. No one will ever mistake you for boring! The style this case adds to your phone will make sure you stand out from any crowd.

**Read More**

**SKU:** TLL111132  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 0,99€  
**VAT included**

---

**BOOK CASE TEXTIL**

Wrap your new smartphone in a stylish, colorful book case that offers a complete protection. Made with premium materials, with an embedded soft-edged case, it will keep your phone safe from unwanted impacts. The magnetic closing offers more security for the cards you will be keeping alongside your phone, in the interior pockets of the book case.

**Read More**

**SKU:** TLL118243  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 20,99€  
**VAT included**

---

**BOOK CASE PREMIUM**

Simple and effective. Perfect for any minimalist. This clean and smooth design feels like something new all the time! You don't need to be flashy to be in style.

**Read More**

**SKU:** TLL114171  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 0,99€  
**VAT included**
BOOK CASE BUTTERFLY

Looking for a lucky charm to bring along anywhere and everywhere? Get this stylish butterfly model case. It will keep your phone protected from unwanted incidents, while giving it a noble aspect.

Read More
SKU: TLL112332-1
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE ELEPHANT

Looking for a lucky charm to bring along anywhere and everywhere? Get this stylish elephant model case. It will keep your phone protected from unwanted incidents, while giving it a noble aspect.

Read More
SKU: TLL111731
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE FLOWER

Looking for a lucky charm to bring along anywhere and everywhere? Get this stylish flower model case. It will keep your phone protected from unwanted incidents, while giving it a noble aspect.

Read More
SKU: TLL111281
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included
BOOK CASE SETA

Simple and effective. Perfect for any minimalist. This clean and smooth design feels like something new all the time! You don't need to be flashy to be in style.

Read More
SKU: TLL117012
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

FLIP CASE

Simple and effective. Perfect for any minimalist. This clean and smooth design feels like something new all the time! You don't need to be flashy to be in style.

Read More
SKU: TLL111051
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

FLIP CASE BUTTERFLY

Looking for a lucky charm to bring along anywhere and everywhere? Get this stylish butterfly model case. It will keep your phone protected from unwanted incidents, while giving it a noble aspect.

Read More
SKU: TLL111122
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included
BOOK CASE, SYNTHETIC LEATHER

Are you looking for a case that matches perfectly with your new phone's design, in terms of protection and style? You just found it. This elegant case comes in trendy colours and can be transformed in a selfstanding support for your phone when you want to enjoy a movie.

Read More
SKU: TLL118924
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

BOOK CASE CARBON

This Carbon book case will be your smartphone's personal bodyguard. Offering a 360° protection, this book case uses carbonic reinforcement to successfully protect the front, the back and every edge of your phone. The elegant design will blend seamlessly into your day-by-day fashion style.

Read More
SKU: TLL118303
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included
COVER, TEXTIL

It’s always comforting to know someone has your back and your smartphone will surely agree with this statement. This cover, with its soft edges and rigid back, is a smartphone’s best friend. It keeps phones scratch-free, while giving you easy access to all ports and full visibility for the camera.

Read More
SKU: TLL121065
Price: Recommended Price: 14,99€
VAT included

HARD COVER DRAGON FLY

Just like a dragonfly, your phone transforms into something spectacular. The clear design allows you to see your device, while helping it evolve into a stylish accessory. The sleek design is light, but strong and will protect your phone from impacts.

Read More
SKU: TLL113801
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
SILICONE COVER DRAGONFLY

Just like a dragonfly, your phone transforms into something spectacular. The clear design allows you to see your device, while helping it evolve into a stylish accessory. The sleek design is light, but strong and will protect your phone from impacts.

Read More
SKU: TLL118561
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

HARD COVER HORIZONTAL STRIPES

Looking for a cute design with structure and symmetry? This case provides a sophisticated look and a smooth, shiny feel. The distinct stripes add that “wow factor” to any phone, while maintaining the beauty of your device.

Read More
SKU: TLL113911
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

SILICONE COVER SNOWFLAKES

Keep the most wonderful season close all year round! The clear design allows you to see your device, while helping it evolve into a stylish accessory. The sleek design is light, but strong and will protect your phone from unwanted impacts.

Read More
SKU: TLL118141
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
HARD COVER VERTICAL STRIPES

Looking for a cute design with structure and symmetry? This case provides a sophisticated look and a smooth, shiny feel. The distinct stripes add that "wow factor" to any phone, while maintaining the beauty of your device.

Read More
SKU: TLL113951
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

PREMIUM COVER PROTECTOR FUSION

Looking for a case that will protect your phone without changing the look or feel of the device? This soft case blends seamlessly into the lines of your smartphone and offers a stylish protection.

Read More
SKU: TLL118134
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

SILICONE COVER VERTICAL STRIPES

Looking for a cute design with structure and symmetry? This case provides a sophisticated look and a smooth, shiny feel. The distinct stripes add that "wow factor" to any phone, while maintaining the beauty of your device.

Read More
SKU: TLL118611
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
SILICONE COVER BLACK EDGES

Your phone's original beauty is protected by this lightweight, yet strong case. Why hide your device when you can enhance its own design? You will be able to see it crystal clear with this case. Easy access to all ports and your screen allows you to use your device totally unencumbered.

Read More
SKU: TLL121671
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

PREMIUM COVER CRYSTAL SHIELD

This transparent case gives your smartphone the protection it needs without any compromise of design. Metallic buttons maintain a perfect grip all the way around. A crystal clear decision.

Read More
SKU: TLL118234
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

PREMIUM COVER MIRROR SHIELD

"Life is like a mirror. Smile at it and it smiles back at you." – Peace Pilgrim
This stunning case has way more to offer than just protecting your phone from unwanted impacts. It literally mirrors its environment in a beautiful and sleek design. Keep smiling!

Read More
SKU: TLL118324
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
PREMIUM COVER SHIELD

High definition glass coupled with a strong back cover provides your phone with protection on all sides and edges. The clear design allows for full visibility of your device, without compromising its look.

Read More
SKU: TLL118404
Price: Recommended Price: 2,99€
VAT included

SLIM COVER

Sleek and easy-to-hold, a pop of colour is all it takes to make this case perfect. Minimalist design and fashionable colours provide your device with the added “wow factor”.

Read More
SKU: TLL121481
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

PREMIUM COVER SLIM EDGED SHIELD

This case gives your smartphone the protection it needs, without compromising its design. Maintains a perfect grip all the way around, while keeping the design as slim as possible.

Read More
SKU: TLL118454
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
PREMIUM COVER SOFT SOLID FUSION

You flip it over and still can't judge on the original colour. Opaque circumstances? No. Simple beautiful protection replicating more solid colour to your phone. Maintains a perfect grip all the way around with a soft fit.

Read More
SKU: TLL118504
Price: Recommended Price: 2,99€
VAT included

HARD COVER MOSAIC

Transform your case into a fun extension of your personality with this bright design and vibrant colours. No one will ever mistake you for boring! The style this case adds to your phone will make sure you stand out from any crowd.

Read More
SKU: TLL113591
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

ANTIGRAVITY COVER

The ultimate utilitarian phone case is here! This case allows your phone to stick to smooth surfaces, perfect for hands-free use. The functional element only enhances the design, while its rich colour and sturdy weight add the feeling of luxury. The anti-gravity case is a wonderful accessory for your busy life!

Read More
SKU: TLL118044
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
PREMIUM COVER PEBBLE TOUCH FUSION

This case adds texture to your device for the perfect feeling in the palm of your hand. A sturdy case, with a slim design provides your phone with protection from unwanted impacts, without adding unnecessary weight.

Read More
SKU: TLL118554
Price: Recommended Price: 2,99€
VAT included

PREMIUM COVER ULTRA SHIELD

Two layers of coating combined with a hard frame create a fashionable case that will fully protect your phone in challenging circumstances. A stylish accessory for any device and your ultimate choice for enhanced protection.

Read More
SKU: TLL118594
Price: Recommended Price: 2,99€
VAT included

PREMIUM COVER KICKSTAND ULTRA SHIELD

Good to have more options. This case combines stylish protection with functionality. Two layers of coating fully protect your phone and the built-in metal stand keep your hands free while watching your favourite content.

Read More
SKU: TLL118634
Price: Recommended Price: 2,99€
VAT included
PREMIUM COVER FLUID FUSION

Looking for a case that will protect your phone without changing the look or feel of the device? This case blends seamlessly into the lines of the device and offers a stylish protection for every user.

Read More  
SKU: TLL118544  
Price: Recommended Price: 2,99€  
VAT included

COVER GLITTER

Add a little flair to your day! Stimulate your senses with the motion within the case. Made of quality materials, this entertaining case adds an element of fun to any device!

Read More  
SKU: TLL113061  
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€  
VAT included

HARD COVER

Protect your phone with this sturdy and clean case. It doesn't add weight to your pocket, but it will protect your phone from unwanted impacts. The smooth texture ensures a sleek look, while making the device easy to hold. A perfect fit for any phone!

Read More  
SKU: TLL122781  
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€  
VAT included
COLORFUL SILICONE COVER

Protect your phone with this sturdy and clean case. It doesn't add weight to your pocket, but it will protect your phone from unwanted impacts. The smooth texture ensures a sleek look, while making the device easy to hold. A perfect fit for any phone!

Read More
SKU: TLL121551
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

SUPER SLIM COVER

Protect your phone with this sturdy, clean case. It doesn't add weight to your pocket, but it will protect your phone from unwanted impacts. The smooth texture ensures a sleek look, while making the device easy to hold. A perfect fit for any phone!

Read More
SKU: TLL121811
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

PU SLIM COVER

Sleek and easy-to-hold, a pop of colour is all it takes to make this case perfect. Minimalist design and fashionable colours provide your device with the added "wow factor".

Read More
SKU: TLL121242
Price: Recommended Price: 3,99€
VAT included
SOFT SHINY SILICONE COVER

Your phone’s original beauty is protected by this lightweight, yet strong case. Why hide your device when you can enhance its own design? You will be able to see it crystal clear with this case. Easy access to all ports and your screen allows you to use your device totally unencumbered.

Read More
SKU: TLL121922
Price: Recommended Price: 6,99€
VAT included

HYBRID COVER

Looking for a case that will protect your phone without changing the look or feel of the device? This hard case blends seamlessly into the lines of your smartphone and offers a stylish protection.

Read More
SKU: TLL121972
Price: Recommended Price: 8,99€
VAT included

DESIRE GENUINE LEATHER COVER

Make a statement out of your personal style with the perfect leather cover. The interior of these covers is made of linen microfiber to keep your phone stain-free. Choose a colour that goes with your personality: classic black for an elegant look or cognac brown with hand-painted burnt edges for an unforgettable appearance.

Read More
SKU: TLL118684
Price: Recommended Price: 21,99€
VAT included
EXQUIS COVER

A special pattern with embossed lines, embedded in a soft-edged casing. This case is very easy to put and remove from your phone. Also, for those who travel a lot by car, this case has metal insertions that allow the phone to be attached to specially designed magnetic supports for an easy interaction.

Read More
SKU: TLL121114
Price: Recommended Price: 4,99€
VAT included

SILICON ELECTROPLATED COVER

Why hide your device when you can enhance its own design? Your phone's original beauty is protected by this lightweight, yet strong case. Want to personalise your device? These cases have a coloured edge just to give your phone a different twist. Choose your favourite shade and your phone will stand out and be protected at the same time.

Read More
SKU: TLL121133
Price: Recommended Price: 9,99€
VAT included

GLITTER II COVER

Show off your glamorous style with sparkles that make your phone chic. This thin and light case won't add bulk to your phone. Having a soft frame, it will protect your device from unwanted accidents.

Read More
SKU: TLL121174
Price: Recommended Price: 3,99€
VAT included
GLITTER III COVER
Show off your glamorous style with sparkles that make your phone chic. This thin and light case won't add bulk to your phone. Having a soft frame, it will protect your device from unwanted accidents.

Read More
SKU: TLL121214
Price: Recommended Price: 3,99€
VAT included

PILOT COVER
A special pattern with embossed lines, embedded in a soft-edged casing. This case is very easy to put and remove from your phone. Also, for those who travel a lot by car, this case has metal insertions that allow the phone to be attached to specially designed magnetic supports for an easy interaction.

Read More
SKU: TLL121673
Price: Recommended Price: 4,99€
VAT included

GLASS SIMPLE COVER
Invisible protection given by a case with 0.5mm tempered glass back, with a soft frame that lets your phone original beauty to be revealed. The tempered glass protects the back of the phone from scratches and fingerprints, being durable and very easy to clean, while the soft frame protect the edges and enables a good gripping of the phone. Try it, you won’t be disappointed!

Read More
SKU: TLL121274
Price: Recommended Price: 16,99€
VAT included
GLASS DUO COVER

Elegant and sophisticated, here is the case that will upgrade your phone's design. Made out of a coloured tempered glass on the back, with a soft frame all around, it protects your phone from unwanted accidents. A wide range of vibrant colour choices allow you to pick the case that best suits your mood or clothing.

Read More
SKU: TLL121334
Price: Recommended Price: 4,99€
VAT included

GLASS MAX COVER

Stylish long-term protection given by a case with 0.8 mm tempered glass back, with a soft frame that lets your phone original beauty to be revealed. The tempered glass protects the back of the phone from scratches and fingerprints, being durable and very easy to clean, while the soft frame protect the edges and enables a good gripping of the phone. Try it, you won’t be disappointed!

Read More
SKU: TLL121514
Price: Recommended Price: 16,99€
VAT included

HYBRID MATT COVER

Looking for a case that will protect your phone without changing the look or feel of the device? This hard case blends seamlessly into the lines of your smartphone and offers a stylish protection.

Read More
SKU: TLL121553
Price: Recommended Price: 10,99€
VAT included
HEAT DISSIPATION COVER

Have you heard about "heat dissipation" technology? This technology provides the phone a constant aeration to prevent overheating during long-term use. Your phone will perform at full capacity without overheating, while being protected from unwanted accidents.

Read More
SKU: TLL121663
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

SILICONE COVER BUTTERFLY

Just like a butterfly, your phone transforms into something spectacular. The clear design allows you to see your device, while helping it evolve into a stylish accessory. The sleek design is light, but strong and will protect your phone from impacts.

Read More
SKU: TLL121101
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

COVER SAKURA

Add a bit of glitter to your day! This slim cover will enhance the elegant design of your phone, without adding unnecessary weight. Its soft edges will keep your phone scratch-free, while the rigid back makes it shock-resistant.

Read More
SKU: TLL121025
Price: Recommended Price: 14,99€
VAT included
SAND SILICONE COVER

This case adds texture to your device for the perfect feeling in the palm of your hand. A sturdy case, with a slim design provides your phone with protection from unwanted impacts, without adding unnecessary weight.

Read More
SKU: TLL121622
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included

MATT SILICONE COVER

Give your new smartphone a cover as soft and gentle as a mother's hug. This silicone cover wraps your phone in a smooth, soft material that will keep it scratch free and provide safety against unwanted incidents. Choose from a variety of vivid colours the one that best fits your style.

Read More
SKU: TLL121064
Price: Recommended Price: 3,99€
VAT included

GLASS PRINT FEATHER

Inspired by nature's grace, this case blends an ethereal design with the vivid colours of glass print for a spectacular end result. Thanks to its hard glass back and soft TPU frame, this case protects your new device while transforming it into an expression of your elegance and gracefulness.

Read More
SKU: TLL121285
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included
GLASS PRINT MESMERIC

With its vibrant colours and abstract design, this case puts up a mesmerizing show on the back of your smartphone. The resistant glass back keeps your device safe, while the soft TPU frame assures a gentle edge protection.

Read More
SKU: TLL121295
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included

GLASS PRINT PALM

Certain images have the power to revive beautiful memories and there is nothing like palm leaves to bring out the joyful memories of those long, relaxing summer days. Reward yourself with a daily exotic escapade with this beautifully-coloured case. Slim and lightweight, this case will protect your device without altering its elegant design.

Read More
SKU: TLL121325
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included

GLASS PRINT SILK

Your new iPhone deserves a case that matches its elegant and slim design. Meet Silk, the case that borrows the look of the smoothest natural fiber. With a gradient colour design, this case will protect your new device thanks to its hard glass back and soft TPU frame.

Read More
SKU: TLL121315
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included
GLASS PRINT UNIVERSE

Make your smartphone the center of the universe with this colourful case. Inspired by the wonders of our outer space, this case features the magical beauty of a nebula in a spectacular design, printed on glass. The soft TPU frame and the resistant glass will keep your phone safe from unwanted incidents.

Read More
SKU: TLL121305
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included

LIQUID SILICONE COVER

This liquid silicone case will be a warm, soft hug for your new smartphone. The microfiber interior keeps your phone stain-free, while its sturdy design will keep your device safe from impacts and other unwanted incidents.

Read More
SKU: TLL121255
Price: Recommended Price: 26,99€
VAT included

CARBON COVER

If you are searching for an elegant, classic case that loves black just as much as you do, this is the case for you! Thin and lightweight, this hard case will keep your phone scratch-free without adding unnecessary weight.

Read More
SKU: TLL121435
Price: Recommended Price: 19,99€
VAT included
TRANSPARENT SILICONE COVER

Protect your phone with this sturdy and clean case. It doesn't add weight to your pocket, but it will protect your phone from unwanted impacts. The smooth texture ensures a sleek look, while making the device easy to hold. A perfect fit for any phone!

Read More
SKU: TLL121551-1
Price: Recommended Price: 1,99€
VAT included
TEMPERED GLASS

TEMPERED GLASS 2.5D

Be on the safe side and don't take any risks such as breaking your phone's glass. The series of 9H Hardness scratch-resistant glass is a perfect symbiosis for your all-day mobile companion. A one-time purchase to preserve the original look of your phone. The extreme clarity keeps the original screen brightness and an oleophobic coating resists oily liquids and fingerprints. The day you change your smartphone it will still look new.

Read More
SKU: TLL145014
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

TEMPERED GLASS 3D

Protection that doesn't compromise the look of your device. Leaving the screen crystal clear while protecting it from unwanted impacts, this screen protector won't hinder your use or touch reactiveness.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 0,00€
VAT included
TEMPERED GLASS FULL COVER

Protection that doesn't compromise the look of your device. Leaving the screen crystal clear while protecting it from unwanted impacts, this screen protector won't hinder your use or touch reactivity.

Read More
SKU: TLL145104
Price: Recommended Price: 0,99€
VAT included

WATCH TEMPERED GLASS 2.5D

This tempered glass screen protector is your watch's "little black dress", that one accessory that never goes out of style. Made out of Asahi, an original Japanses material, this tempered glass assures a secure protection thanks to its 9H hardness.

Read More
SKU: TLL145495
Price: Recommended Price: 6,99€
VAT included

WATCH 3D TEMPERED GLASS FULL GLUE

Protect your new watch with a 3D tempered glass that will keep it safe from scratches and other unwanted incidents. The protective film has 9H hardness and comes with a full glued surface that ensures a long-lasting protection.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 17,99€
VAT included
WATCH 3D PET COVER FULL GLUE - FITBIT VERSA

Protect your new watch with a 3D PET cover that will keep it safe from scratches and other unwanted incidents. The protective film has 9H hardness and comes with a full glued surface that ensures a long-lasting protection.

Read More
SKU: N/A
Price: Recommended Price: 11,99€
VAT included

TEMPERED GLASS 2.5D FULL COVER FULL GLUE

Keep your smartphone's display safe from cracks and scratches with this 2.5D tempered glass. The oleophobic coating resists oily fingerprints while its extreme clarity preserves screen brightness. The full glued surface offers an easy, long-lasting fixing without reducing touchscreen reactiveness.

Read More
SKU: TLL145385
Price: Recommended Price: 10,99€
VAT included

TEMPERED GLASS 3D CASE FRIENDLY FULL GLUE

Choose a glassy protection that doesn't compromise the look of your device. Leaving the screen crystal clear while protecting it from unwanted impacts, this screen protector won't hinder your use or touch reactiveness.

Read More
SKU: TLL145163
Price: Recommended Price: 17,99€
VAT included
TPU FULL COVERAGE FULL GLUE

Keep your smartphone's display safe from cracks and scratches with this full cover TPU screen protector. The protective film won't hinder your smartphone's touch reactivity and will keep oily fingerprints away thanks to its oleophobic coating. 9H hardness and full glued surface assure a long-lasting protection.

Read More
SKU: TLL145355
Price: Recommended Price: 0,00€
VAT included
ROMANIA FOOTBALL NATIONAL TEAM

10000MAH SLIM POWER BANK

Slim, lightweight, with an elegant design, this power bank takes care of your energy needs on the go. Multiple incorporated functions protect your devices from overheating, overcharging and voltage fluctuations.

Read More
SKU: FRF000007
Price: Purchase Price: 34,99€
VAT included

PORTABLE SPEAKER, 6W

Home game or away game? No matter where your team is playing, your music will play along with the modular portable Bluetooth speaker.

Read More
SKU: FRF000011
Price: Purchase Price: 34,99€
VAT included
TRICOLORII OVER-EAR HEADSET

Headphones for a supporter ear! The over the ear headpones are a delight for every music lover. Colourful and lightweight, these headphones have soft ear pads, making them comfortable for prolonged wear.

Read More
SKU: FRF000037
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included

IN-EAR HEADPHONES, FABRIC

The headphones are designed for a perfect ear fit, being more comfortable. Enjoy a clear, crisp sound with less outside noise.

Read More
SKU: FRF000019
Price: Purchase Price: 24,99€
VAT included

PORTABLE SPEAKER, 3W

Fun and colourful, this round portable speaker can easily play music from your smartphone or tablet through Bluetooth technology.

Read More
SKU: FRF000010
Price: Purchase Price: 22,99€
VAT included
TRAVEL CHARGER DUAL USB 2.4A

With this dual USB port travel charger, the waiting time is over! It can charge two devices simultaneously and it is the perfect charger for your home, as well as your holidays.

Read More
SKU: FRF000009
Price: Purchase Price: 15,99€
VAT included

CAR MAGNETIC AIR VENT PHONE HOLDER

This magnetic car holder is your adventure backup! An extremely useful device, small and easy to mount, the magnetic car holder will keep your smartphone in sight, so you can keep your focus where it matters the most: on the road. For a better visualisation of your GPS maps, the magnetic holder allows you to place your smartphone in any position.

Read More
SKU: FRF000005
Price: Purchase Price: 12,99€
VAT included

CAR CHARGER DUAL USB 2.4A

With two USB ports, this car charger can recharge two devices simultaneously and independently. It is compatible with all USB enabled devices, including smartphones/tablets with Android or iOS.

Read More
SKU: FRF000008
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included
IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Designed for a perfect ear fit, these headphones offer a comfortable wear. Choose the appropriate colour for each moment: yellow for home games, red for away games.

Read More
SKU: FRF000017
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included

IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Designed for a perfect ear fit, these headphones offer a comfortable wear. Choose the appropriate colour for each moment: yellow for home games, red for away games.

Read More
SKU: FRF000018
Price: Purchase Price: 9,99€
VAT included

SILICONE CLIPS DOUBLE, 3 PCS

The silicone clips, double or simple, are an easy, colourful way to keep the cables around your house tidy. Each set contains three clips that can be fixed on the wall, table or other surfaces.

Read More
SKU: FRF000021
Price: Purchase Price: 5,99€
VAT included
**SILICONE CLIPS SIMPLE, 3 PCS**

The silicone clips, double or simple, are an easy, colourful way to keep the cables around your house tidy. Each set contains three clips that can be fixed on the wall, table or other surfaces.

*Read More*

**SKU:** FRF000020  
**Price:** Purchase Price: 4,99€  
VAT included

---

**CAR AIR VENT PHONE HOLDER**

A compact and very useful mounting solution, that fits easily into the air vent of most vehicles. The adjustable swivel holder lets you position your smartphone or GPS exactly where you need it. Easy, one-hand mounting offers a secure, quick-snap installation in seconds. Textured and soft TPU pad inside of the holder will hold your device tightly.

*Read More*

**SKU:** FRF000006  
**Price:** Purchase Price: 4,99€  
VAT included

---

**MOUSEPAD, SUPPORTER**

Update your supporter kit with a mousepad wearing the colours of your national football team.

*Read More*

**SKU:** FRF000012  
**Price:** Purchase Price: 3,99€  
VAT included
MOUSEPAD, TRICOLOR

Update your supporter kit with a mousepad wearing the colours of your national football team.

Read More
SKU: FRF000013
Price: Purchase Price: 3,99€
VAT included

TRICOLORII CABLE, 1M

Wrapped in synthetic leather, these cables can befriend any type of charging ports: Lightning, Micro-USB and Type-C. Each cable comes along with a holder, so you can keep it tidy.

Read More
SKU: FRF000004
Price: Recommended Price: 6,99€
VAT included

T-SHIRT CABLE, 16CM

T-shirt cables for always connected, always fully charged supporters! Available for Lightning, Micro-USB and Type-C, we leave no supporter port behind.

Read More
SKU: FRF000016
Price: Recommended Price: 9,99€
VAT included
GLASS PRINT SUPORTER

Make your smartphone captain of the team with the Suporter case. With a colourful design printed on glass, this case protects your phone from unwanted incidents with a hard back and a soft TPU frame, with anti-slip grains.

Read More
SKU: FRF000029
Price: Recommended Price: 14,99€
VAT included

GLASS PRINT TRICOLOR

Make your smartphone captain of the team with the Tricolor case. With a colourful design printed on glass, this case protects your phone from unwanted incidents with a hard back and a soft TPU frame, with anti-slip grains.

Read More
SKU: FRF000028
Price: Recommended Price: 14,99€
VAT included
SMART

Give your home a smart upgrade

WIFI POWER STRIP 3 OUTLETS 4 USB 2200W 10A

A bit forgetful? No worries with WiFi Power Strip! You will never have to turn back home if you forget to unplug your iron because you can control each socket individually, without having to turn off all the devices in your smart power strip.

Read More
SKU: TLL331031
Price: Purchase Price: 59.99€ VAT included

WIFI SWITCH 1 PORT 1800W 10A

Tellur’s Smart Home range is designed for a better, smarter living. With the WiFi switch you can control the lights in your home from everywhere via Internet, so you won't have to worry about forgetting to turn off the lights. Long work days? Don't want to leave your pet roaming in the darkness? Easy peasy! Go to the App - turn on the lights - relax!

Read More
SKU: TLL331041
Price: Purchase Price: 49.99€ VAT included
WIFI SWITCH 2 PORTS 1800W 10A

Tellur’s Smart Home range is designed for a better, smarter living. With the WiFi switch you can control the lights in your home from everywhere via Internet, so you won't have to worry about forgetting to turn off the lights. Long work days? Don't want to leave your pet roaming in the darkness? Easy peasy! Go to the App - turn on the lights - relax!

Read More
SKU: TLL331051
Price: Purchase Price: 49,99€
VAT included

WIFI SMART AC SOCKET, 2 PORTS, 16A

Tellur’s WiFi Smart AC socket gives you the power of remote control!

Easy to install in Tellur Smart APP, the Smart AC socket can be customized and controlled remote via internet from everywhere and you have the possibility to monitor your power consumption. Within the application you can see the statistical consumption in KW / h for every day, and the voltage, amperage and watts are displayed in real time for the entire device.

Don't want to overcharge the batteries of your tablet? Forgot to unplug your iron? Have no worries because you have independent control of each socket through your smart app from Tellur.

Download your app from:
-App Store - https://apple.co/2H58xyO.

The Wifi Smart AC socket is also compatible with Google Home and Amazon Alexa. The Wifi Smart AC socket is only compatible with 2.4GHz WiFi frequencies.

Read More
SKU: TLL331061
Price: Purchase Price: 42,99€
VAT included
**WIFI BULB E27 10W WHITE DIMMABLE**

The WiFi Smart Bulb puts the smart technology into the spotlight! With this smart bulb you can schedule the lights in your home to power on and off based on sunrise and sunset times, set their intensity or warmth and control them remotely from everywhere through your smartphone.

Read More

SKU: TLL331001
Price: Purchase Price: 39,99€
VAT included

---

**WIFI BULB E27 10W WHITE/RGB DIMMABLE**

The WiFi Smart Bulb puts the smart technology into the spotlight! With this smart bulb you can schedule the lights in your home to power on and off based on sunrise and sunset times, set their intensity or warmth and control them remotely from everywhere through your smartphone.

Read More

SKU: TLL331011
Price: Purchase Price: 39,99€
VAT included

---

**WIFI AC PLUG 2400W 10A USB**

Tellur’s WiFi AC Plug gives you the power of remote control! Don’t want to overcharge the batteries of your tablet? Forgot to unplug your iron? Have no worries because you can customize and control with your smartphone and Tellur Smart Application.

Read More

SKU: TLL331021
Price: Purchase Price: 29,99€
VAT included
TELLUR BASIC

T692-M CAR FM TRANSMITTER

This car FM transmitter is the DJ you can take with you on your longest trips. Small and easy to bring along, the T692-M FM transmitter keeps you connected to everything that's happening in FM, from the latest news to the latest tracks. Do you have your own favourite playlists? With its SD slot and USB port, this car FM transmitter is ready to entertain you on your own terms!

Read More
SKU: TLL00013
Price: Purchase Price: 15,99€
VAT included

LBK1 LAPTOP BACKPACK, 15.6"

Carry your day-to-day essentials in comfort with this classic laptop backpack. Its capacious interior can fit any laptop within 15.6”, while its padded compartment offers an added safety layer for your devices. Keep all your things tidy in its multiple compartments.

Read More
SKU: TLL611281
Price: Purchase Price: 14,99€
VAT included
3 PORTS USB WALL CHARGER, 4.8A

Recharge your devices safely with this triple wall charger.

Its integrated smart IC technology automatically detects and replicates device's original charging protocol to enable it safely and reach the maximum charging rate.

Recharge up to three devices simultaneously with its triple USB output.

Read More
SKU: TLL151221
Price: Purchase Price: 14.99€
VAT included

T843C CAR FM TRANSMITTER

Your new entertainment center for your long car trips. This car FM transmitter is as flexible as you would want it to be: able to play music from SD card or any other USB compatible devices and ready to keep you informed with the latest news and tracks from your favourite FM channels. The remote control allows easy access to its functionalities, while its elephant-like memory will remember the last played track, frequency and volume.

Read More
SKU: TLL00014
Price: Purchase Price: 11.99€
VAT included

LB1 LAPTOP BAG, 15.6"

Carry your essentials in comfort with this classic laptop bag.

Its capacious interior can fit any laptop within 15.6", while its padded compartment offers an added safety layer for your devices.

Read More
SKU: TLL611271
Price: Purchase Price: 9.99€
VAT included
FLAT LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 2M

If you're a fan of high-quality cables, this should be number one on your list. Coming in five colour variations, this high-end quality audio cable connects any of your sound sources, using a 3.5-mm jack, with a compatible car radio, speakers or headphones. Gold-plated connectors ensure unsurpassed sound quality and the nylon coating doesn't only look good, it enhances the durability and hence the lifetime.

Read More
SKU: TLL155111
Price: Purchase Price: 7,99€
VAT included

FLAT LIGHTNING (FOR IPHONE) CABLE, 95CM

One cable for all your Apple products with a Lightning port. With fast 480 Mbps data transfer and 95cm of length, this is an elementary connection for powering the battery or pushing data between devices.

Read More
SKU: TLL155031
Price: Purchase Price: 7,99€
VAT included

DUAL USB WALL CHARGER, 2.4A

Recharge your devices safely with this dual wall charger. Its integrated smart IC technology automatically detects and replicates device's original charging protocol to enable it safely and reach the maximum charging rate. Recharge up to two devices simultaneously with its twin USB output.

Read More
SKU: TLL151211
Price: Purchase Price: 7,99€
VAT included
FLAT MICRO USB CABLE, 1M

Some transactions can only be done respecting a certain distance. Still they can be extremely fast. This cable offers 1m length and a data transfer rate of 480 Mbps, compatible with all your Micro-USB devices and available in white and blue.

Read More
SKU: TLL155011
Price: Recommended Price: 5,99€
VAT included

PHONE AIR VENT CAR HOLDER

You feel the need of a third hand to hold your smartphone or navigation system? Here you go! Mounted within seconds into an air vent, this car phone holder serves like a steady hand, so that you can focus on driving. Even better, it can rotate 360° and secures the perfect position of your device. Available in black, blue and red to match your interior.

Read More
SKU: TLL171001
Price: Recommended Price: 5,99€
VAT included

URBAN IN-EAR HEADPHONES

Never worry about charging your headphones. Simply connect the Urban headset to the 3.5mm port of your smartphone, notebook or tablet and enjoy pure sound quality while listening to your favorite music, streaming films or making phone calls. Discreet in-ear design, highly comfortable to wear and small enough to fit in every pocket.

Read More
SKU: TLL162091
Price: Recommended Price: 9,99€
VAT included
If you're a fan of high-quality cables, this should be number one on your list. Coming in five colour variations, this high-end quality audio cable connects any of your sound sources, using a 3.5-mm jack, with a compatible car radio, speakers or headphones. Gold-plated connectors ensure unsurpassed sound quality and the nylon coating doesn't only look good, it enhances the durability and hence the lifetime.

**Read More**

**SKU:** TLL311041  
**Price:** Recommended Price: 7,90€  
VAT included